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QUESTION 1

Why should the two NetScalers be located at the London datacenter? 

A. Because it allows New York and Hong Kong to fail over to the London datacenter 

B. Because it provides secure remote access 

C. Because two components allow for increased user performance 

D. Because it allows for centralized management 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which file should a Citrix Administrator edit to configure log settings on the StoreFront server? 

A. web.config 

B. global.aspx 

C. logout.aspx 

D. default.html 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Scenario: 

CGE decided to virtualize its server workloads and provide a virtual solution to all of its end users. CGE is 

looking for an image management process that is scalable, but would like to limit infrastructure 

requirements. 

Why is XenServer Fast Clone the best image management method for this environment? 

A. It provides centralized image management. 

B. It reduces machine-provisioning time. 

C. It minimizes network traffic. 

D. It improves image deployment consistency. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

How should the architect configure the virtual servers on the two appliances? 

A. Create one virtual server for each appliance and on each appliance bind a session policy to its virtual server, which is
configured in ICA Proxy mode using the datacenter StoreFront server. 

B. Create one virtual server for each appliance and on each appliance bind a redirection policy to its virtual server,
which is configured in ICA redirection mode using the datacenter StoreFront server. 

C. Create two virtual servers for each appliance and on each appliance bind a redirection policy to the virtual server(s),
which is configured in ICA redirection mode using the datacenter StoreFront server. 

D. Create four virtual servers for each appliance and on each appliance bind a session policy to the virtual servers,
which are configured in ICA redirection mode using the datacenter StoreFront server. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Scenario: CGE acquires a small energy company that is running MGMT, a proprietary 16-bit application. A Citrix
Architect is tasked with deploying this application to the Executives/Management end-user group. The CIO mandates
that a FlexCast model must be chosen that resembles this end-user group\\'s existing delivery strategy. It is important
that a single-image deployment is utilized and that management effort is kept to a minimum for the update process. The
availability of a fast rollback plan must also be available after upgrades, since it can often result in system instability.
Why is deploying MGMT as Hosted VDI Random the best solution? 

A. It allows the installation of custom applications. 

B. It is easy to manage. 

C. It meets the high-performance application demands of the Executives/Management end-user group. 

D. It allows the Executives/Management end-user group to share desktops. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which consideration is unnecessary for the PositivelyPeople application in the new environment? 

A. File security 

B. Secure remote access 

C. Access to legacy mainframe 

D. Support for secured print jobs 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 7

A Citrix Architect plans to update the virtual environment in CGE\\'s Jurong datacenter. Which constraint should the
architect address to satisfy CGE\\'s stated business needs? 

A. Lack of shared storage 

B. 1 Gb network infrastructure 

C. Datacenter power and cooling 

D. Mixed-server hardware landscape 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Scenario: 

An analysis of CGE\\'s applications shows that 98% are compatible with Windows 8 64-bit and Windows 

Server 2012. The remaining applications are incompatible with a 64-bit operating system. Which solution 

should a Citrix Architect recommend to enable the delivery of the incompatible applications? 

A. Use VM Hosted Apps to deliver the incompatible applications from a Windows 7 32-bit desktop. 

B. Use an existing XenApp 6.5 farm to deliver the incompatible applications using a 64-bit desktop. 

C. Stream the application with Microsoft App-V and deliver the incompatible applications using a 64-bit desktop. 

D. Publish the applications from a XenApp 7.6 session host to deliver the incompatible applications to a 64-bit desktop. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Scenario: 

CGE is experiencing numerous issues with its existing profile management solution. The Citrix Architect 

managing the project is tasked with designing a solution that alleviates existing issues and, if possible, 

minimizes the loss of existing customizations. Configuration changes need to be implemented quickly and 

with minimal complexity. 

Why does enabling \\'Offline profile support\\' when configuring group profiles benefit CGE\\'s Sales end-user 

group? 

A. It allows faster logons and logoffs. 
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B. It minimizes the required storage needed for folder redirection. 

C. It simplifies home drive cleanup. 

D. It improves data accuracy in volatile environments. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Scenario: 

A Citrix Architect is designing a multi-server Provisioning Services solution for CGE. The solution must be 

highly available and minimize the risk of vDisk inconsistency. Why does implementing RAID 1 satisfy the 

requirements? 

A. It provides striping. 

B. It provides the highest performance. 

C. It provides fault tolerance. 

D. It provides minimal disk usage. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Scenario: 

A Citrix Architect in CGE\\'s Jurong office has configured a NetScaler high availability (HA) pair to support 

end users in the Southeast Asia region. The office has NOT implemented StoreFront and is using the 

existing Web Interface environment for internal access. External access is provided by Secure Gateway. 

The architect plans to configure the NetScaler Gateway with ICA Proxy to allow remote access. Which 

NetScaler license type is required to support this solution? 

A. User 

B. Device 

C. Platform 

D. Universal 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 12

Which two design decisions should the architect recommend to improve the user experience? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure Clipboard policy 

B. Configure Drive encryption 

C. Configure Flash redirection 

D. Configure Media redirection 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 13

What should CGE do to all corporate-owned and non-corporate-owned Windows client devices to ensure an optimal
end-user experience? 

A. Upgrade all clients to Receiver 4.2. 

B. Install native printer drivers on all clients. 

C. Install the CloudBridge Plug-in on all clients. 

D. Install Citrix Profile management on all clients. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Why should CPU consumption above 85% be used to identify bottlenecks? 

A. At least 20% of resources should be available at all times 

B. XenServer host CPU utilization above 85% causes excessive content switching 

C. XenServer host reserves 20% of all CPU for context switching 

D. Running XenCenter will consume 20% of all CPU resources 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Scenario: 

A Citrix Architect is designing a multi-server Provisioning Services solution for CGE. The solution must be 

highly available and minimize the risk of vDisk inconsistency. How should the architect configure the 
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storage on the DFS namespace server for fault tolerance and high performance? 

A. By implementing RAID 0 

B. By implementing RAID 1 

C. By implementing high-speed local storage with deduplication 

D. By implementing RAID 10 

Correct Answer: B 
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